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The design of this research is library research. The purpose of this design is to provide several comparisons of several existing theories. The method used in this research is comparative descriptive learning. This method is to help the researcher make the research report quite easy to do. The process of collecting data in many ways, the first is to look for some references and some literature. Based on the background of the study, the author wants to formulate the problem into the following questions: What are the characteristics of the main character Mowgli in the film The Jungle Book. What psychological factors affect the personality of the main character. What are the moral values that can be taken from the film.

As discussed in the result finding, the researcher focus three aspect. The result of the research indicate that there are 786 utterances in the movie dialogue like opinion, asking and giving, advised, thanks, offering help, prohibition and warning, asking and giving opinions, screaming something, invitations, greeting, introductory, possessive noun and found 120 characteristics showed of the main character (Mowgli), 36 psychological factor that influences personality of main character and the last 15 moral values contained in each scene could be taken from this movie. Suggested that the next researchers need more literature to develop this study of dialogue and personality because the research only focus three aspect of the analyze.